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NOTIEE
Sub: Dispensation to Non power sector consumers to revalidate shortfall
quantity and lift coal to the extent of ACQ under FSA

'

CIL vide letter no. clL/Linkage Auction/237 dated 03/0712020 (copy enclosed)
has communicated the decision taken in the 232nd FDs meeting of CIL held on
2710612020 regarding dispensation to Non power sector consumers to revalidate
shortfall quantity and Iift coal to the extent of ACQ under FSA as below:
Quote:

o

l. Purchasers who could not offtake the MSQ quantlty (Scheduled quantity or SQ as.
per FSA) during Apr-June 20 under NRS Linkage auction FSA for any reasori
whatsoever may be allowed to book the unlifted/unbooked quantity in -tlE
subsequent months of current FY subject to availability of the coal at the t6El

.:i

company.

2. The willing consumers has to submit an undertaking stating that the coal t5#n
under this relaxation shall be utilized against requirement of their EUP and they shall
not procure the coal to the extent of such shortfall quantity through import during
current

FY.

3. The above dispensation of carryover of unlifted/unbooked quantity in a particular
month shall be allowed for the entire FY subject to availability of coal at the coal
company and within the ceiling of ACQ.

o

4. The same dispensation may also be extended for the willing non power FSA
consumers other than NRS Linkage auction also to the extent oftheir ACQ
irrespectlve of Import component under FSA. However, the same shall be allowed
subJect to fulfillment of all commercial obligation including performance security as
per FSA provision.
5. The above dispensation shall be optional in

nature.

'

'
. +1,
:i; :';nii:
the

The above relaxations shall be given upto March 2021 without affecfingJ*re
commltted supply. Coal companies are requested to take needful actions for
implementing the above.
Unquute

'

_-),-_

In line with the above decision of CIL, all Non regulated Sector Linkage Auction
consumers and existing (Pre-NCDP) Non Regulated sector consumers having FSA
with MCL will be allowed to book unlifted/unbooked quantity in subsequent mo nths
of current Financial Year 2o2O-21 (till 31st March 2021) within the ceiling of theh
ACQ.
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In case of Non Regutated Sector FSAS signed through LOA route (Post NCDP),
the above dispensatlon shall be allowed only to the extent of their effective ACQ as
per MoU.

It is clarified that the above dispensation of carryover of unlifted/unbooked
quantity in a particular month shall be allowed for the entire FY (2020-21) subject to
availability of coal at MCL.
This is for the information of all concerned.

TP.D
(M&s)

.}"iffi"'ser

Copy to
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DT (OP), MCL
GM (M&S), CIL
GM (Systems), MCL: is requested to arrange for uploading the notice on MCL
website.
HOD (M&S-Comml.), CIL
Chief Manager (M&S-Rail-OP)/Manager (|'1&S-RS), N4CL HQ
t:.,
(Fin-SA),
MCL HQ
Chief Manager
- ,::
Dy. Manager (Fin-SA), MCL HQ
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